Abstract: A simple model for the description of thin EuTe lms is proposed. The magnetoelastic interactions at the surface are taken into account. The in®uence of the elastic stresses on magnetic properties of the lm is studied, especially with respect to the possibility of antiferromagnetic / ferromagnetic phase transitions.
Introduction
The europium telluride (EuTe) is a second-type antiferromagnet, with f.c.c. lattice structure of NaCl-type. The magnetic structure is of MnO-type [1] [2] [3] and is an example of isotropic Heisenberg magnet, in which the nearest-neighbour (n:n:) interaction is ferromagnetic (J 1 > 0), whereas the next-nearest-neighbour (n:n:n:) interaction is antiferromagnetic (J 2 < 0). The magnetic moments are localized on Eu ++ ions (S=7/2), while every ion has 12 n:n: and 6 n:n:n: Below the N ¶ eel temperature, 9:6K , EuTe reveals the antiferromagnetic ordering of consecutive (111) planes, whereas the ordering of all spins belonging to a given (111) plane remains ferromagnetic.
EuTe has been studied since many years as a bulk material [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , both experimentally and theoretically. Recently, using modern techniques, the multilayers EuTe/PbTe have been produced, and their magnetic properties are being intensively studied [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, as far as the thin EuTe¯lms are concerned, many studies still have to be done.
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In particular, up to now there are no investigations of the elastic deformations and their in°uence on the magnetic properties.
The aim of the present paper is a theoretical study of the in°uence of the substrate on the magnetic properties of EuTe thin¯lms, due to elastic deformation in the surface and near-surface layers. For this purpose, we extend the Heisenberg model, which up to now has been developed for the bulk EuTe [3, 4, 7, 13] . Also, for the present case of thin lm, we extend the molecular¯eld method (MFA), supplemented by the Gibbs energy calculations [7, 13] . The magnetoelastic interactions have also been included into the model.
We will assume that the thin EuTe¯lm consists of n monoatomic (111) planes, which are parallel to the surface. In the model, the¯lm is \sandwiched" between two nonmagnetic substrates, which can produce the elastic stresses and, hence, some deformation in the surface and near-surface layers.
It is known, that the magnetic parameter which is most sensitive to the change of interatomic distance, is the nearest-neighbour exchange interaction J 1 [3, 7, 14] . Therefore, we will assume that this parameter is changed at the surface of the¯lm. For the sake of simplicity, we choose this change to be symmetric from both sides. Then, the remaining parameters of the model will be kept constant, with their values being the same as in the bulk material.
Although such simpli¯ed assumption is a crude approximation, it is necessary due to many interaction parameters incorporated into the model, which re°ects a quite complicated structure of EuTe. In this work,¯rst of all we would like to draw attention to the main magnetic phenomena which can occur due to elastic stresses, what we hope, can be stimulating for the experimental investigations.
In the paper, we study the in°uence of the surface parameter on such magnetic properties of the thin EuTe¯lm, like the phase diagrams and the layer magnetisations vs. temperature. The spontaneous mean elastic deformation is calculated self-consistently with the magnetisation, for the¯lms with di®erent thicknesses. In presentation of the results we will con¯ne ourselves only to the physical solutions, for which the Gibbs energy takes the minimum.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next Section we will outline the theoretical method, adopted to the model system in question. In Section 3 we will present some numerical results illustrated in the¯gures and their discussion. Also, some concluding remarks will there be drawn.
Theory
Hamiltonian of the thin EuTe¯lm is of the form:
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whereS ºi is a spin variable, with the magnitude S = 7=2, in the¸i-th site. The subscripţ means the plane number (¸= 1; 2; :::; n), whereas i is a lattice site number within a given plane (i = 1; 2; :::; N ). It should be noted here, that the spin variables, and the i; j-indices, refer to the Eu ++ magnetic ions only.
In eq.(1), J º;¹ 1 means the Heisenberg nearest-neighbour (n:n:) exchange interaction which, in general, can be di®erent at the surface from that inside the¯lm. In turn, J 2 is the next-nearest-neighbour (n:n:n:) exchange interaction, and A stands for the biquadratic interactions, both for n:n: and n:n:n: [8] . The fourth term in (1) stands for the Zeeman interaction, where h = ¡ g· B H z , with g being the gyromagnetic factor, · B -Bohr magneton, and H z -external magnetic¯eld applied along the z-direction (in thē lm plane). The¯fth term in Hamiltonian (1) describes the long-range dipolar interactions within the¸-th plane only [9] . Regarding these interactions, it has been shown in [9] that the contribution to the dipolar energy originating from the interplanar interactions is much smaller than that from the interplanar ones, and thus it can be neglected. Finally, the last term in eq.(1) describes the elastic energy arising from the spontaneous deformation of the surface layers. The C-constant is then the adiabatic elastic modulus, and°1,°n denote the spontaneous mean elastic deformations on the surfaces (for simplicity, assumed as the mean values of the deformation tensor).
As far as the values of the interaction parameters occurring in (1) are concerned, the n:n: (J 1 ) and n:n:n: (J 2 ) exchange interactions are known from the literature for the bulk material [3, 7] . Moreover, for the thin¯lm [8] the biquadratic interaction parameter A has been found, and in [9] the dipolar contribution has been calculated. The elastic energy term is introduced here for the¯rst time. For this term the adiabatic elastic modulus C can be estimated from the formula:
where C 11 ; C 12 and C 44 are the elastic constants for the cubic crystal [15] . In turn, the values of the elastic constants can be obtained experimentally from the measurements of ultrasonic waves velocities [16] . The spontaneous mean elastic deformations°1,°n, appearing in the Hamiltonian, are not the independent mechanical quantities but they are related to the magnetic properties. In this paper we will assume that°º (for¸= 1; n) modify the surface n:n: exchange integral J º;¹ 1 , which is a function dependent on the inter-atomic distance [3, 7] . In the simplest approximation the modi¯cation of J º;¹ 1 is proposed as follows:
(for¸= 1; · = 1; 2 or for¸= n; · = n; n ¡ 1), whereas J º;¹ 1 = J 1 inside the¯lm. In eq.(3) J S is the usually considered n:n: exchange integral for the surface, when the lm interacts with the substrate. This term is partly of electronic origin and takes into account the abrupt change of the potential at the interface of EuTe/nonmagnetic substrate and the charge re-distribution at the interface. It also takes into account a constant surface deformation (not spontaneous), which is enforced by the substrate. The second parameter, J P , is responsible for the change of the surface n:n: exchange integral under the spontaneous elastic deformation of the¯lm. Thus, J P represents the strength of magneto-elastic coupling which results in the spontaneous change of interatomic distance. For simplicity, we assumed here that J S and J P are symmetric at both surfaces.
In further procedure, the trial Hamiltonian, H 0 , should be introduced, which in fact, will be a molecular¯eld Hamiltonian for the thin¯lm. Then, the Gibbs energy of thē lm can be found from the Bogolyubov expression:
where G 0 is the Gibbs energy for the trial Hamiltonian H 0 , and the perturbation < H ¡ H 0 > 0 is averaged with the canonic distribution for the same trial Hamiltonian. Such procedure is a standard method for the bulk material [7, 13] and with no essential troubles can be extended here for the thin¯lm. However, owing to a quite complicated form of the Hamiltonian (1), and timeconsuming calculations, the details of this derivation will be omitted. Instead, we will present the¯nal expression for the Gibbs energy, based on eq. (4), from which all thermodynamic properties can be found:
In eq. (5) by m º and q º we have de¯ned the magnetisation and quadrupolar moment of the¸-th plane, respectively:
In the molecular¯eld approximation, for S = 7=2, these quantities are qiven by the corresponding expressions:
where:
and
whereas x º and y º are the molecular¯elds in the¸-th plane, bilinear and quadrupolar, respectively. These¯elds can be presented in the form:
The ¬ -parameter, occurring in eq. (11), is responsible for the long-range dipolar interactions and is given by the expression:
where the summation is performed over all lattice sites in a given (111) plane [9] . The expression (5) for the Gibbs energy satis¯es the equilibrium conditions:
It is easy to show that the conditions (14) are consistent with the expressions (7). In turn, from the conditions (15) it follow two new additional equations for the spontaneous mean elastic deformations°º at the surfaces, namely:°º
(¸= 1; · = 2 or¸= n; · = n ¡ 1). Thus, eqs. (7) together with eqs.(16) form a set of 2n + 2 thin¯lm equations for the magnetisations m º , quadrupolar moments q º and the spontaneous mean elastic deformations°º. These equations are nonlinear and mutually coupled, and they can be solved numerically only. For the symmetric surface conditions, considered in this paper, we will obtain: m 
In the vicinity of the second-order phase transition temperature, where m º ! 0 (for h = 0), the equations for magnetisation can be linearized, and we get:
where x º are the molecular¯elds given by eq.(11) for h = 0, and q º are given by eq. (7) for x º ! 0. For the set of n linear equations (19) , by putting the set determinant equal to zero, the continuous phase transition temperatures can be found. It is worth to stress here, that among n formal solutions resulting from the determinant, the physical one must be chosen, which corresponds to the lowest Gibbs energy. It turns out, that such physical solution always corresponds to the highest phase transition temperature.
The Gibbs energy also must be taken into account when we¯nd the numerical solutions of (7) and (16) at a given temperature. In the cases when several solutions for m º , q º and°º are possible, the Gibbs energy analysis gives the only proper criterion for the choice of physical stable solution.
The numerical results and their discussion will be presented in the next Section.
The numerical results and discussion
On the basis of the theory presented in previous Section, the numerical calculations have been performed for the ultra-thin¯lms with thicknesses from the range n = 1 ¥ 10. To begin with, we assumed that the external magnetic¯eld is equal to zero. The values of the interaction parameters, with exception of the surface n:n: interaction, are assumed to be the bulk constants: J 1 =k B = 0:036K ; J 2 =k B = ¡ 0:144K ; A=k B = ¡ 2 ¤ 10 ¡4 K , and ¬ =k B = ¡ 0:068K [7] .The adiabatic elastic modulus C , connected with the elastic energy [15, 16] is estimated as C = 2:64 ¤ 10 ¡17 J per atom.
First of all, for the surface parameters J S and J P de¯ned by eq.(3), the ground state phase diagram (for T = 0) has been calculated (Fig.1) . The dashed curve in Fig.1 represents the 1st order phase transition boundary between the antiferromagnetic (AF) phase and a more ordered phase. This phase is, for instance, the ferromagnetic (F) state for n = 2 and n = 3, or NNSS state for n = 4. The symbolic name NNSS denotes the state with two neighbouring planes ordered ferromagnetically (for instance, for n = 4, with¸= 1 and¸= 2, as well as with¸= 3 and¸= 4), whereas the planes belonging to di®erent pairs are ordered antiferromagnetically (in this case, with¸= 2 and¸= 3). Such phase has been discovered experimentally in the bulk EuSe [17] . We found that for n > 4 a similar phase exists, namely with the ferromagnetic ordering of the surface and near-surface layers, whereas the inner layers remain antiferromagnetically ordered.
The position of the dashed curve in Fig.1 is the same for all thicknesses n > 1, which is connected with the fact that the chemical potential in the ground state does not depend on the thickness. On the other hand, for n = 1, a single plane of EuTe (which should be surrounded by the substrate containing Te) is always ferromagnetic in the ground state, because of the lack of antiferromagnetic neighbours [10] .
Thus, Fig.1 illustrates the interplay between J S and J P parameters at the phase boundary for T = 0. In particular, for J P = 0 we do neglect the magnetoelastic couplings at the surface. On the other hand, for J S = 0, the surface n:n: exchange integral exists solely due to the magnetoelastic interactions. The role of J S -parameter, when J P is neglected, has been studied elsewhere [18] . It has been shown there, that the surface parameter J 1 = J S plays an important (and probably dominant) role as regards the phase diagrams. In the present paper, however, we intend to study the in°uence of magnetoelastic couplings represented by the J P -parameter. This term leads to the occurrence of spontaneous deformations°, and as a result J 1 is no longer a constant at the surface, but it chooses selfconsistently the value given by eq.(3), in order to minimize the Gibbs free-energy. For such studies, we will assume in this paper that the J S -parameter is a constant, whereas the J P -parameter will be changed in a wide range.
In order to illustrate the temperature phase diagrams (in third dimension) we will start from the cross-section of Fig.1 , chosen for instance, for J S = J 0 (horizontal line), where J 0 = J 1 is the bulk n:n: exchange integral. Once we have the J S -parameter¯xed, we can study the in°uence of the magnetoelastic coupling, J P , on the magnetic properties.
In Figs.2¥4 we present the phase diagrams T vs. J P for the¯lms with thicknesses n = 2; 3 and 4, respectively, where J S =k B = 0:036K . The horizontal solid lines in these¯gures correspond to the second-order (continuous) phase transitions (i.e. the N ¶ eel temperatures, T N ) from AF to paramagnetic (P) phase. We found that although the N ¶ eel temperature depends on the¯lm thickness, it does not depend on the J P -parameter. This fact can be explained on the basis of eq. (16) where, for T ! T N , the quadratic terms vanish, and°º ! 0. Hence, J P de¯ned by eq. (3) does not in°uence the surface exchange integral at T = T N .
The dashed curves in Figs.2¥4 correspond to the discontinuous (1st order) phase transitions between the F (or NNSS) phase and AF or P phase. The position of these curves has been found from the mutual crossing of the Gibbs energies calculated for the neighbouring phases. For T ! 0 the dashed curves in all Figs.2¥4 tend to the common value J P =k B = 52:96K , which corresponds to the crossing of the solid horizontal and dashed lines in Fig.1 .
In order to illustrate the phase transitions the boundary curves have been presented in Figs. 2¥4, in the next¯gures the magnetisation vs. temperature, and the spontaneous mean elastic deformation will be shown. For this purpose, we have chosen the J P -parameter with the value J P =k B = 60K , so that, both discontinuous and continuous phase transitions can be seen in the same¯gure.
In Fig.5 , the temperature dependence of the magnetisations m º (¸= 1; 2) for the bilayer¯lm (with n = 2) is presented. The surface parameters are: J S =k B = J 0 =k B = 0:036K and J P =k B = 60K . The discontinuous phase transition from F to AF phase is seen as the jump of magnetisation, which then, for the neighbouring planes, becomes antiparallely ordered. On the other hand, the transition from AF to P phase is of continuous (2nd order) character.
In Fig.6 , the temperature dependence of the spontaneous mean elastic deformation°i s presented for the same¯lm as in Fig.5 . In the ferromagnetic state°is positive, which leads to some increase of the surface exchange integral (see eqs. 3 and 17) . The 1st order magnetic phase transition from F to AF phase is then accompanied by the jump of elastic deformation to zero value. The value°= 0 is maintained also in the paramagnetic phase, which can be easily explained from eq. (18) .
For illustration of the analogous phase transitions for thicker¯lms, Figs.7 and 8 have been obtained for n = 4. The surface parameters J S and J P remain the same as in Figs.5 and 6. The discontinuous phase transition from NNSS to AF phase is illustrated by the jump of layer magnetisations m º . At this phase transition the magnetisations of inner planes, m 2 and m 3 , change their signs and become greater than the corresponding surface magnetisations m 1 and m 4 . The increase of the surface magnetisation in NNSS phase, in comparison with that inside the¯lm, can be interpreted as a surface magnetism phenomenon induced by the elastic stresses. For higher temperatures, however, the magnetisation continuously decreases and the transition from AF to P phase (at the N ¶ eel temperature) is of 2nd order.
In Fig.8 , the spontaneous mean elastic deformation°is presented vs. temperature, for the same¯lm as in Fig.7 . In this case, the jump of°at the 1st order phase transition temperature occurs from positive to negative values. Thus, the mean deformation in AF phase (for n = 4) is negative, which is in accordance with the formula (18) , where m 1 ,...,m 4 are taken from Fig.7 . As a result, the total surface n:n: exchange integral, calculated from eq. (3), is lower in AF-phase than the value J S (i.e. without magnetoelastic coupling).
As a general rule, at the N ¶ eel temperature and above it, the spontaneous mean deformation°is equal to zero, which holds for all n. Of course, it does not mean that, for instance, the paramagnetic¯lm cannot be elastically deformed by the substrate. Such constant deformations can be always included via the J S -parameter and will in°uence the phase transition temperature [18] . The spontaneous mean elastic deformation°con-sidered here arises solely from the simultaneous contributions of the coupled magnetic and elastic interactions at the surface, when the¯lm is in a magnetically ordered state. Since in the paramagnetic state this coupling is irrelevant, its contribution to the total elastic deformation should vanish.
The numerical results presented above illustrate the behaviour of the model¯lm, which in the absence of external stresses represents a 2nd -type antiferromagnet [8] . It has been shown that when the magnetoelastic coupling parameter J P is present and strong enough, the n:n: exchange integral is enhanced, and this may lead to the phase transition from AF to F state. By increasing of J S the transition becomes even more probable. On the other hand, the increase of temperature may bring the system back to AF state through the 1st order phase transition.
The experimental realisation of the model system could be, for example, a single segment of EuTe/PbTe multilayer, or a thin EuTe¯lm being \sandwiched" between two other substrates (which must contain Te-ions). It should be tested experimentally whether the elastic interactions on the surface, leading to the change of J º;¹ 1 , can be really strong enough to force the AF/F phase transitions. Nevertheless, one should note the fact that the analogous AF/F phase transition has been discovered in the bulk EuTe, under high external pressure [6, 14] . The theoretical explanation of that experiment has been done under assumption that the exchange integrals are dependent on the inter-atomic distance [7, 13] . Thus, at the distant point where the compensation of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions takes place, the phase transition occurs. We think, that the same e®ect can be expected at the surface in the presence of strong molecular forces, producing the chemical pressure.
Discussing the limitations of the present theory, one should mention that the approximation of MFA decreases with the decrease of the¯lm thickness. For the thinnest¯lm (with n = 1), however, the approximation (although crude) is still acceptable. For instance, the experimental measurements for EuTe with n = 1 show [19] that there exists a ferromagnetic ordering, which fact is in contrast to the Mermin-Wagner theorem, but is in agreement with MFA predictions [18] . In order to increase the approximation of the description, one has to go beyond MFA, and to use the methods incorporating the spin-pair correlations. Among more advanced methods one can mention, for instance, the Random Phase Approximation or Cluster Variational Method, however, taking into account the complexity of the system, the practical use of these methods will be much more di±cult than MFA.
As a last remark, let us note that the theory developed here can be adopted also for other thin magnetic¯lms from the europium monochalcogenides group, EuX (X=O,S,Se,Te), where the Heisenberg model can be applied. Fig. 1 The ground state phase diagram for lms with thicknesses n > 1. Fig. 6 The spontaneous mean elastic deformation°vs. T for the thickness n = 2. The bold point corresponds to continuous phase transition from AF to P. Fig. 8 The spontaneous mean elastic deformation°vs. T for the thickness n = 4.
